
SQUEEZE Easy 
Midi System


Magnetic sensors	 -	 High speed sensors / Very reliable 


Bellow sensor	 	 -	 Controls Expression / Bellows to velocity function


USB Connector		 -	 Easy connection to PC or MAC programming the accordion and patches.

	 	 	 -	 Monitor system inputs and outputs.

	 

8 Channel Patch Editor	 -	 Create, edit, import and export patches ( 80 Patches available ) 

	 	 	 -	 Listen to changes LIVE as you edit


Select switch	 	 -	 Kill “hanging notes” / Call up functions and patches.


SWM ( Switch Mode )	 -	 Switch Channels ON or OFF (Set in patch ) by a simple external switch.

	 	 	 	 Add a switch to Treble side or Jack socket on the Bass side for a foot 	 	
	 	 	 	 switch ( NOT INCLUDED IN NORMAL INSTALLATION )


STANDARD Functions -	 Patch+, Patch - , Patch+10, ( to call up Patches )

	 	 	 	 Treble/Bass/Chords/Expression ON-OFF, 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 Assign ( Assign/Override/Delete a patch to a key ), 

	 	 	 	 Bellows ( 6 Playability settings, ) 

	 	 	 	 Calibrate ( Bellow sensor ), 

	 	 	 	 Transpose, Set Ups, Remove 3rds ( for DIATONIC instruments ) 

IQ PACK Functions	 - 	 Dynamic Bass ( Up to 4.5 octaves available), DiscoBass, Chord Guitar,  	 	
	 	 	 	 Dynamic Chords,  Compound Chords, First Note, Top & Bottom Note

	 	 	 	 MANUAL DRUMS ( 10 kits selectable, On/Off, Memory )

	 	 	 	 MIXER ( Treble/Bass/Chords/Manual Drums )

	 	 	 	 OUTPUT ( 3 settings - from patches/Treble to LEFT/ Bass to RIGHT )

	 	 	 	 GLOBAL CHANNEL ( Call up patches/settings on an external device )


WARRANTY	 	 -	 3 years on the Installation and parts. 

	 	 	 	 1 year on Cable and Power supply( subject to wear and tear )




Whats included? 

On the accordion you have … 

1 Socket for the instrument cable

2 USB connector for connecting to laptop

3 Select Switch

4 Output LED ( indicates power and midi data 
transmission )


Connections 

Basic Operation 
Using the Select switch you can call up a patch ( 80 available ).


Simply press and hold the select switch and use the functions

Patch +		 increments patches by 1

Patch -		 decrements the patches by 1

Patch X		 starting at 0 increments the patch by 10


So to call up Patch 33

	 	 SELECT SWITCH HOLD

	 	 Patch X 	 3 times( eg 10, 20, 30 )

	 	 Patch + 	 3 times( eg 1,2,3 )

	 	 SELECT SWITCH RELEASE
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2 Instrument cable  
from the accordion to 
your sound module. (1 
year Wear & Tear )

3 Power Adapter    
connects to the instrument 
cable and powers the midi 
system. (1 year Wear & 
Tear )

1 Midi installation  
with 3 year guarantee.

Midi System USB

Power Adapter

Midi IN

Laptop

Instrument Cable

Sound Module                                
Connect as per instructions



SELECT SWITCH 
You can also call up various other functions listed below using the SELECT SWITCH.

NOTE: When you press the Select Switch the system first sends out a message to silence ALL notes that might be 
“hanging”.


FUNCTIONS - Basic system 
Patch+  	 = Patch increment from current patch

Patch-  		 = Patch decrement from current patch

PatchX  	 = Patch +10 ( Starts at 0 )

TrOnOff 	 = TREBLE Mute On/Off              	                       

BaOnOff 	 = BASS Mute On/Off                                                    

ChOnOff 	 = CHORDS Mute On/Off                                                                

ExOnOff 	 = Expression(bellows) On/Off                                           		 

Transp+ 	 = Global Transpose +1

Transp- 	 = Global Transpose -1              	 	 

SetUps+ 	 = SetUps (10 max for Diatonic)

3s OFF  	 = Remove 3rd from Chord (DIATONIC BASS)

Bellows 	 = 1 Very Sensitive to 6 Hard Pressure

Assign  		 = X1 ASSIGN current Patch to a FREE Key/Button, X3 OVERWRITE, X5 DELETE		 

Reset   		 = Resets BassIQ, Transpose, Setups, MDrums, Mixer & Outputs            	 	 

Calibr  	 	 = HOLD for 3 secs to calibrate the bellow sensors

	 

FUNCTIONS - IQ Pack Upgrade 
DrOnOff 	 = DRUMS Mute On/Off and selection of DrumKit  

Mixer+  	 = Mixer Part Volume + (Tr,Ba,Ch,Dr) HOLD 3secs to RESET

Mixer-  		 = Mixer Part Volume - (Tr,Ba,Ch,Dr) HOLD 3secs to RESET  

DynBass  	 = Dynamic Bass 1  Patch,  2  OFF,  3  +3-4,   4  +6-6,  5  +9-10,  6  +27-10   

Outputs 	 = Output Routing on SE sound module/ Overrides the Patch Pan settings  

Global+ 	 = Global Channel Increment 

GlobalX 	 = Global Channel +10


Patch +, Patch -  and Patch X 
Used to call up patches 0-79, Patch X always starts at 0. + and - operate from the current patch number

See example above.


Tr, Ba Ch and Ex OnOff 
Used to toggle On and Off the relevant parts Treble, Bass, Chords and Expression( &Velocity ).

Expression/Velocity switches off the bellow sensor and sets the values to ExHi and VeHi from the patch.


Transp + and Transp - 
Globally adjusts the Treble, Bass and Chord parts. It is reset when you change Patch or by selecting RESET.


SetUps+ ( Diatonic instruments ) 
Up to 10 SetUps can be saved. Exact size and smaller size keyboard layouts can be saved.

Simply press this key to call up the required SetUp, eg for SetUp 3 press it 3 times.


SetUp 1  Treble Layout 39 D/G Trad+Low 12-11  Bass Layout 30 D/G Trad 8 Bass    
SetUp 2  Treble Layout 38 B/C Irish 12-11     Bass Layout 31 B/C Trad 8 Bass    
SetUp 3  Treble Layout 40 C/C# Paddy 12-11    Bass Layout 33 C/C# Paddy 8 Bass  
SetUp 4  Treble Layout 35 D/G Anahat 11-10    Bass Layout 35 D/G Anahata 8 Bass 
SetUp 5  Treble Layout 34 C/F Anahat 11-10    Bass Layout 34 C/F Anahata 8 Bass 

3s Off ( Diatonic instruments ) 
This removes and reinstates the 3rd of the chords( if the chord has 3 notes )


Bellows 
You can adjust the sensitivity of the system here. If you barely open and close the accordion then use a lower setting. If 
you push and pull hard then use a higher setting. Again pressing the key by the corresponding number calls up that 
settings eg for Bellows 3 press it 3 times. This setting is stored and recalled on next power up.


Bellows 1 = Sensitive +    
Bellows 2 = Sensitive   
Bellows 3 = Normal   
Bellows 4 = Normal +   
Bellows 5 = Hard    
Bellows 6 = Hard +  



Assign ( Overwrite and Delete ) 
This assigns a patch to an empty function key. Create your own favourite patches and call up with one press.

Simply call up a patch you like then press …

	 	 SELECT SWITCH AND HOLD

	 	 Assign

	 	 Empty key ( see your assigned functions and patches in Menu 4 option 3 )

	 	 You will hear a “Happy” tone to indicate successful storage

	 	 RELEASE SELECT SWITCH


if you hear a “Discord” tone, this indicates that this destination key has a function or patch associated with it.


Pressing the same destination key another 2 times will OVERWRITE  any patch associated with the destination key.You 
will then hear the “Happy” tone to indicate success.


Pressing the same destination key another 2 times will DELETE  any patch associated with the destination key.You will 
then hear the “Happy” tone to indicate success.


To be clear you must HOLD the select switch and repeatedly select the destination key for this to work. Releasing the 
Select Switch and repressing starts you at the beginning of this sequence , x1 STORE, x3 OVERWRITE & x5 DELETE.


Reset 
Used to return the system to factory settings. Resets BassIQ, Transpose, Setups, MDrums, Mixer & Outputs.


Calibr  		 

Calibrates the bellows sensor, for best results lock bellows and place on a level surface.

You should NOT need to do this.

HOLD for 3 secs to calibrate the bellow sensors

You should hear a piano tone for approx 6-8 seconds. Any other sound indicates a problem with the bellow sensor. 

DrOnOff ( IQ-Pack Upgrade ) 
Toggle the Manual Drums On  and Off, Last kit selected is remembered. 

Drum Kit 1 Dr Memory(On/Off)   
Drum Kit 2 -- & HH          Bass=    Chord=High Hat  
Drum Kit 3 Bd & HH       Bass= Bass Drum  Chord=High Hat        
Drum Kit 4 Bd & SnRoHH      Bass= Bass Drum  Chord=Snare Stick,Roll & High Hat  
Drum Kit 5 BdSw & HH        Bass= Bass Drum & Swirl Chord=High Hat  
Drum Kit 6 BdSw & BrRoHH    Bass= Bass Drum & Swirl Chord=Brush Tap,Roll & High Hat  
Drum Kit 7 Bd & RimHH       Bass= Bass Drum  Chord=Rim & High Hat 
Drum Kit 8 BdRide & Ride    Bass= Bass Drum & Ride Chord=Ride  
Drum Kit 9 Conga & Claves   Bass= Conga  Chord= Claves 
Drum Kit 10 *** Empty ***    
Drum Kit 11 *** Empty *** 

Again pressing the key by the corresponding number calls up that Drum Kit eg for Drum Kit 4 press it 4 times.


Mixer+ & Mixer - ( IQ-Pack Upgrade )  
To help with amplification problems you can set the mixer to balance the sound to your liking. Mixer settings are 
remembered and called up on next power up. Treble Bass Chords and Drums have an initial value of 100%

Example

If you want the Treble to be louder simply press

	 	 SELECT SWITCH and HOLD

	 	 Mixer +

	 	 TrOnOff		 	 This increments the treble value by 5

	 	 TrOnOff(repeat)	 	 If Treble is at Max(100%) you hear a High Piano sound and the system 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 decreases all other parts by 5. When all other parts are at Min(70%) you hear a 
	 	 	 	 	 lower piano tone to to let you know no more adjustments can be made.

	 	 


Mixer - works the same way in reverse, it adjusts the section(eg Bass) until it is at Min the adds 5 to all other parts


You can RESET the Mixer to 100% by holding Mixer + OR Mixer - for  3secs and then release both Function Key and 
Select Switch. You will hear an arpeggio to indicate reset



DynBass( IQ-Pack Upgrade )  
This gives you up to 4.5 octaves of Bass notes and is scaleable above and below the normal bass octave. It can be set 
for each Bass channel in the Patch editor OR this function lets you override the patch settings with the following 
options.


DYNBASS (F=DynBass) 
DynBass 1  from Patch 
DynBass 2  OFF 
DynBass 3  +3,-4    ABOVE +3 semitones  BELOW -4 semitones 
DynBass 4  +6,-6    ABOVE +6 semitones  BELOW -6 semitones 
DynBass 5  +9,-10    ABOVE +9 semitones  BELOW -10 semitones 
DynBass 6  +27,-10   ABOVE +27 semitones  BELOW -10 semitones 

Outputs ( IQ-Pack Upgrade ) 
Here you can override the patch Pan settings should you wish to isolate the treble sounds or the Bass sounds.


OUTPUT PAN (F=Outputs) (Treble/Bass/Chords/Drums) 
Output Route 1  (from Patch) 
Output Route 2  Treble LEFT - Others RIGHT   TREBLE on LEFT, BASS CHORD & DRUMS on RIGHT 
Output Route 3  Others LEFT - Bass RIGHT    BASS on RIGHT, TREBLE CHORD & DRUMS on LEFT

This setting is remembered and recalled on power up.


Global+ and GlobalX ( IQ-Pack Upgrade ) 
Using the Global Channel you can call up settings on an external device. 

Global Bank number is set in Menu 8

To send Global Prog Change message 43 simply press 

	 	 GlobalX		 4 times		 	 10…20…30…40

	 	 Global+		 3 times		 	 41…42…43

Bank and Prog message is sent when Select switch is released

	 	 


IQ PLUGINS 
A way to implement new features and to easily apply them.


Dynamic Bass  IQ 01-99 - Up to 4.5 octaves of bass notes are available. Scaleable Up and Down on Bass channels 
inside patch. Override the patch settings using the function DynBass - 6 settings available.


Disco Bass  IQ 100 - Octaves on repeated bass notes


Chord Guitar IQ 110 - Sample Channel for Maj, Min, 7th and Dim chords


Dynamic Chords IQ 111  - Goes UP with Dynamic Bass


Compound Chords IQ 112 - Adds extra chord notes above and below


First Note IQ 120 - Change Sounds with Legato and non Legato


Top Note IQ 121 - Duet or harmonising


Bottom Note IQ 121- Duet or harmonising


	



Connecting to your Laptop/PC 

SOFTWARE 


ARDUINO IDE

https://www.arduino.cc/en/software


CONNECTIONS 

1 Using the Micro USB cable provided connect the accordion to the Laptop/PC


2 Open the Arduino program you just installed…..a sketch will appear like below


3 Click to open the Serial monitor ( Top Right )


USB

Laptop

The USB cable can power the midi 
system AND communicate with the 
midi system 

It is possible to connect the 
instrument cable AND the USB cable 
at the same time.

DRIVERS	 	 CP210x drivers

https://www.silabs.com/developers/usb-to-uart-
bridge-vcp-drivers

Select windows universal or Mac version


https://www.arduino.cc/en/software
https://www.silabs.com/developers/usb-to-uart-bridge-vcp-drivers
https://www.silabs.com/developers/usb-to-uart-bridge-vcp-drivers


4 Click “TOOLS” then “PORT” you should see your USB connection…….Select it


5 Adjust the Baud rate to 115200 - see above.   The system will remember these settings for your next session




Understanding the USB PROGRAMMER 
Simply connect the USB micro cable from the accordion to your laptop/PC ( Windows or Mac )…this is enough to 
power the midi system !!


The programmer guides you through your options and is very easy to use

Information is displayed in columns. see below




USB PROGRAM MENUS 

1 Piano and Chromatic Used to program the accordion ( Piano, B system or C System )


2 Diatonic	 	 	 Used to program Diatonic Treble and/or Bass

	 	 	 	 Create, Edit, Save  and Delete Keyboard Layouts ( Treble and Bass )

	 	 	 	 Assign Setup pairings ( Treble and Bass layouts )


3 Calibrate Calibrate/Check the Bellow sensor


4 Select Switch Assign, Edit, List, Delete and Auto Assign Functions and Patches


5 Patch Editor Create, Edit, Import, View, Delete and Back up Patches


6 Edit Edit Hall sensors and Bellow sensor parameters	


7 Manual Drums Edit the Manual DrumKit settings for Bass and Chords


8 System Back Up System data including Functions layout and reference material

	 	 	 	 Created/load back-up code and Installer Restore points.

	 	 	 	 Edit Squeeze Easy Sound module settings

	 	 	 	 Edit Midi Channels, Global Channel and Bank and Mixer values


9 Reset to factory defaults Erase installation data and reset to factory defaults


10 Upgrade Upgrade from Basic to IQ Pack( Manual Drums, BassIQ, Outputs and Global Ch ) 

	  
  

	



USING THE PATCH EDITOR 
It is recommended that you BACKUP your patches.

Select Menu option 8 and simply Cut and Paste into a text document.

The BACKUP code can then be copied for IMPORT at a later date.

There is NOT a lot of memory and the number of patches are limited to available memory ( 80 patches )


VIEW PATCHES 

EDIT PATCHES 



Understanding the Patch Editor 

1 Create Create a patch from scratch. 

	 	 	 Non-active has less parameters and does NOT transmit any information to your sound 	 	
	 	 	 module.

	 	 	 Active sends Bank and Program messages and also Volume, Reverb Pan etc 
	 

2 Edit 	 	 All parameters can be edited here( except Midi Channels…these can be changed in Menu 8 	
	 	 	 System )

	 	 	 When editing, any change is immediately sent to the sound module for you to Test before 	
	 	 	 saving.


3 Import	 	 Import a patch to the first available space. If no space you are told to delete an unwanted 	
	 	 	 patch before you can import. There is a timer of 70 secs for you to paste the import code. The 	
	 	 	 system will return to the previous  Menu if you do not enter anything.


4 ???


5 View The system shows the first patch stored and skips empty patches. You can increment through 	
	 	 	 them here and you can play/test them here.


6 List and Copy Copy a single patch or range of patches to a new location. 

	 	 	 *** This will OVERWRITE any patches in the new location. ***

	 	 	 IT IS NOT POSSIBLE TO OVERLAP THE COPY RANGE WITH THE DESTINATION RANGE

	 	 	 EG COPY 0 TO 9  TO DESTINATION 2-11( DESTINATION 10-19 IS OK )


7 Delete Patches Delete a single patch or range of patches.


8 Back Up 	 Back Up all valid Patches.

	 	 	 This will print on your screen simply copy into text document for Back Up purposes.

	 	 	 You can use IMPORT if you corrupt a patch when editing


Tips for saving onto a text document 
Create a template with the following attributes

1 	 Landscape

2	 All margins 1cm

3	 Font Lucida Sans Typewriter

4	 Font Size 7


This should ensure a perfect fit and layout for your backup document




Keyboard layouts 

Treble keyboard


	 


Bass Keyboard



TROUBLESHOOTING 

1 Magnet fallen off - Find the magnet, it should be stuck to another magnet or piece of metal. The sensor 	
	 	 	 	 only works with a “SOUTH” facing magnet.  

	


